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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2005

Pianos

Programme 10

22 March                                     by Marianne Robinson

A programme about the piano and how its sound is produced.  Exploring the concept of change over time in 
relation to the use of electricity in many children�s games.

Story

Shannon carefully pressed a white key.  One of the hammers moved forward and lightly tapped a fat string 
inside the piano.
�Boing!� a deep, delicious note rang out.  Shannon laughed.
�What a lovely sound!�
�Thank you!  I have 87 more for you to listen to,� said the piano proudly.
Cautiously at Þ rst, Shannon ran her Þ ngers over the black and white keys.

After the programme

Parts of the piano:-  keys (88 ) -  the black and white notes

    hammers   -  which move forward and tap the strings

    strings       - (shorter for high notes, longer for low)

    pedals       - (make the sound more mufß ed or echoey)

-   If possible, look inside a piano and see how it works.
-   Play some pitch games, high and low.  Play a note and if it is �high� the children wave their
    hands in the air, if it is low, they wave down towards the ß oor.
-   Sing Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star and move your hands up and down with the pitch � as
    the tune gets higher, move the hands up and when it gets lower, move them down.
-   Many children view the piano as something only used to play along with songs in assembly.
    Play them some piano pieces on CD such as Debussy�s �Children�s Corner� or Ibert�s
    �Little White Donkey� which paints a musical picture for the children to think of whilst 
    listening.
-   Show the class what written musical notes look like.
-   Talk about the fact that less than 100 years ago children�s toys and entertainments weren�t

operated by electricity or batteries.  List some of the toys they own which are, and aren�t.  Think of all the 
positive things they could do without toys which are powered.

Music

Performing: Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and simple 
songs.

Listening and Responding:  Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 
     imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music; 
     develop an understanding of fast/slow, high/low;
     develop an awareness of pulse.
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Science

Sound:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: investigate how
     sounds are produced when objects vibrate.

Electricity:    Find out about some uses of electricity in the home and
     classroom. 
      
History    Pupils should have opportunities to develop a sense of
     the past by identifying obvious differences between past
     and present and an awareness of evidence by talking about artefacts  
     which give information about the past.     
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